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1. Introduction. If E/F is a finite-dimensional Galois extension with 
Galois group G, then, by the Normal Basis Theorem, there exist elements 
W E E such that { g ( ~ )  ) g E G) is an F-basis of E, a so-called normal basis, 
whence W is called nomnal in E / F .  
In the present Paper, we study normal bases for cyclotomic fields. Let Q 
be the field of rational numbers; for a positive integer n, we let Q, denote 
the nth cyclotomic field, i.e., Q, = Q((,), where 5, is a primitive nth root 
of unity. For the basics on cyclotomic fields, we refer to [Ri] or [Wal; we just 
remark that Q, = Qm with n > m holds if and only if n = 2m and m is odd. 
As index set for the cyclotomic fields we therefore use the set N of positive 
integers which are either odd or divisible by 4. Thus, if n, e E n/, then 
Q, 2 Q, if and only if n divides e.  We call Q,/Qn a cyclotomic extension. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let e, n E N be such that n divides e. Then W E Qe 
is called universally normal in Q, /Qn if W is normal in Qe /Qd for eveiy 
cyclotomic intermediate field Qd of Q,/Q, (i.e., for every divisor d E N of 
e which is divisible by TL).  If W E Q, is sirnulta~ieously noririal in Qe/K for 
every intermediate field K of Qe over Q,, then W is called completely normal 
in Qe /Qn. 
The study of simultaneously norma.1 elements is at nontrivia.1 task which 
was first considered by Faith [Fa], but it was first proved by Blessenohl and 
Johnsen [BlJol] that completely normal elements exist for arbitrary finite 
Galois extensions EIF. For more details we refer to the recent monograph 
[Ha], which is an extensive treatment of (coinpletely) norliial elemei~ts for 
finite fields, the central topics being their characterization, enumeration as 












